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Abstract 
 

In order to obtain the fundamental information on the deformation and fracture behavior of brittle materials during precision and ultra-

precision grinding, micron and sub-micron scale scratch tests were conducted on optical glass BK7 using Vickers indenters. Three types 

of surface cracking were observed around the scratch grooves. They are lateral cracking, radial cracking and cracking in front of the mov-

ing indenter. It is found that lateral cracking is the main damage type due to its large damage size and low crack initiation load. The effect 

of surface cracking on the relationship between the normal load and the square of scratch depth was studied. The plastic zone size as well 

as the sliding blister field strength was expressed as a function of the contact zone size of the indenter. A prediction model for the size of 

damage zone induced by lateral cracking was established and was compared with experimental results. 
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1. Introduction 

BK7 glass is widely used for high quality optical compo-

nents because it is almost bubble-free and has low amount of 

inclusions. Grinding process is one of the most important fin-

ishing operations for high precision glass components. How-

ever, due to its hard and brittle nature, BK7 is generally con-

sidered to be difficult to grind. It is known that the interaction 

between the hard particles and the brittle material may induce 

various cracks and therefore influence material removal 

mechanism and surface quality. To obtain the fundamental 

information on the deformation and fracture behavior of brittle 

materials, scratch processes were studied by many researchers 

[1-12]. 

Lateral cracking is considered to be one of the main crack-

ing types induced by scratching [6-9]. V.L. Houérou et al. [8] 

systematically investigated surface damage of soda-lime-silica 

glasses during single scratch processes. They found that lateral 

crack propagation toward the scratched surface led to large 

chipping and thus to material removal. Klecka and Subhash 

[9] conducted double scratch tests for alumina ceramics to 

study the fundamental behavior of interacting pairs of 

scratches. It was found that the interaction between lateral 

cracks generated around neighboring scratch grooves was the 

principal mechanism for material removal. 

Some studies were focused on modeling the fracture charac-

teristics of brittle materials using analytical approaches [10-

13]. Yoffe [10] utilized a doublet force system to enforce a 

traction-free boundary condition outside the contact impres-

sion on the top surface. The strength of blister field A was 

established to calculate the residual elastic-stress field due to 

plastic deformation in indentation process. In order to estimate 

the residual stress field in scratch process, Ahn et al. [11] in-

troduced the strength of sliding blister field B which is a func-

tion of the strength of the blister field A and the increment of 

the scratch depth. The residual stresses near the lateral crack 

and the stress intensity factor at the crack tip were elastic-

mechanically modeled by Ahn et al. [12]. They also devel-

oped a theoretical model for predicting the length of lateral 

crack. However, due to the simple assumption about the oc-

curring point of the lateral crack and the shape of the plastic 

zone, the predicted length was about half of the experimen-

tally measured length. Jing et al. [13] also proposed a model 

for investigating deformation and induced damage associated 

with a single scratch in brittle materials. Based on the Rankine 

criterion for brittle fracture, the damage zone size induced by 

lateral cracking was quantitatively estimated during a scratch 

process. Although the prediction model was found to be 

agreement with the available FE simulation results in literature, 

the comparison between the prediction model and the experi-
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mental results was not available. 

In this study, micron and sub-micron scale scratch tests 

were made on optical glass BK7 using Vickers indenters. The 

surface cracking induced by scratching, the relationship be-

tween the normal load and the s quare of the scratch depth and 

the typical profile of scratch groove were analyzed. A predic-

tion model for the size of damage zone induced by lateral 

cracking was proposed and was compared with experimental 

results as well as Jing’s model mentioned above. 

 

2. Experimental procedure and results 

The size of optical glass BK7 used in scratch test was 

20mm×10mm×5mm. To minimize damage incurred during 

previous machining, the square surfaces were polished with 

cerium dioxide powder of 1-3µm grit size and observed under 

an optical microscope. 

Scratch tests were performed using Lateral Force Measure-

ment (LFM) technique attached to a Nano Indenter XP. For 

each test, an initial specimen surface profile before scratching 

was obtained by pre-scanning the sample surface with the 

indenter under a very low load of 20µN. During scratching, 

the scratch depth and the applied load were recorded. After 

scratching, the surface profile of the sample was again 

scanned by post-scanning under conditions identical to those 

used in the pre-scanning. 

In this study, Vickers indenters, oriented in a face-leading 

configuration, were used for all tests. Two different loading 

conditions (linearly increasing normal load and constant nor-

mal load) were studied (see Fig. 1) and the respective parame-

ters were described in Table 1. The samples and the Vickers 

indenter were cleaned with ethanol both before and after each 

test. 
 

2.1 Microscopy observation of surface cracking 

To investigate how applied normal load affect scratch 

cracking, both linearly increasing normal load and constant 

normal load scratch tests were performed and were observed 

by optical microscopy (see Fig. 2). At low normal loads, typi-

cally between 0~30mN, the scratch mode is predominantly 

ductile and the groove appears to be fully plastic due to the 

high local hydrostatic compressive stresses close to the tip of 

the indenter [14] (see Fig. 2(b)). When normal load is higher 

than 30mN, lateral cracking paralleling to the surface was 

observed on both sides of the groove (see Fig. 2(c)). These 

cracks are thought to nucleate near the plastic deformation 

zone below the contact due to residual tensile stress during 

unloading phase [15]. With further increase in normal load, 

the interaction between the front of the indenter and the speci-

men becomes more intense, and cracks occur in front of the 

moving indenter during scratch process. Then some of the 

cracks in front of the moving indenter probably deviate to 

either side of the scratch tack and lead to radial cracks along 

the scratch groove [15]. Moreover, the frictional forces behind 

the indenter may cause further propagation of radial cracks 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of scratch tests (a) linearly increasing normal load;

(b) constant normal load. 

Table 1. Summary of parameters used in scratch tests. 
 

Young’s modulus E (GPa) 82[18] 

Poisson’s ratio v 0.203[18] 

Yield Strenss σy (GPa) 3.5[18] 

Fracture strength σf  (GPa) 0.048[19] 

Vickers hardness H (GPa) 7.7[20] 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Optical micrographs of scratch tests. 
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[16]. As a result, both radial cracks and cracks at the end of 

the scratch groove (as indicated by white arrows) were ob-

served in Fig. 2(d). 

It should be noted that due to the low level of normal loads 

(i.e., 0~150mN), lateral cracking never reached the surface 

and therefore no obvious chipping was observed around the 

scratch groove. But in case of multi-points scratching and 

grinding, lateral cracks generating around neighboring 

scratches may intersect with each other and therefore induce 

chipping. Therefore, in order to obtain the fundamental infor-

mation on material removal and surface quality during grind-

ing, it is helpful to investigate how applied normal load affect 

the size of damage zone induced by lateral cracking experi-

mentally and analytically. In this study, the damage zone size 

under a given normal load was measured twenty times along 

the groove with equal space distance of 20µm as illustrated in 

Fig. 3. In order to compare with the analytical model dis-

cussed later, the average of twenty readings under the same 

normal load was taken as experimental data. 
 

2.2 Relationship between normal load and square of scratch 

depth 

The typical relationships between the normal load and the 

square of the scratch depth under the two different loading 

conditions were shown in Fig. 4. For linear increasing normal 

load case, the scratch depth was recorded continuously as a 

function of the normal load. While for constant normal load 

case, the measured scratch depths at a given normal load were 

averaged over the scratch length and were plotted with error 

bars. 

It is found that the data under the two different loading con-

ditions show a similar trend, indicating that the relationship 

between the applied normal load and the square of the scratch 

depth is insensitive to the discussed loading conditions. When 

normal load is less than 130mN, the square of the scratch 

depth increases approximately linearly with the normal load 

even when lateral cracks appear around the scratch groove. 

The main reason is that the scratch depth is measured during 

loading phase while lateral cracking is generated after the 

indenter moved away from the original location. Therefore, 

lateral cracking has little effect on the relationship between the 

 
 

Fig. 3. Schematic of the measurement of the damage zone size. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. The square of scratch depth vs. normal load. 

Table 2. Material properties of optical glass BK7. 
 

Young’s modulus E (GPa) 82[18] 

Poisson’s ratio v 0.203[18] 

Yield Strenss σy (GPa) 3.5[18] 

Fracture strength σf  (GPa) 0.048[19] 

Vickers hardness H (GPa) 7.7[20] 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Scratch depth, residual depth and depth ratio vs. normal load. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. The typical morphology under normal load of 90mN (a) 3D 

profile; (b) Cross-section profile. 
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normal load and the square of the scratch depth. With further 

increase in normal load, cracking appears to occur in front of 

the moving indenter. As the indenter continues to move on, 

the strength of the material interacting with the indenter might 

be degraded due to the existence of the cracking. As a result, 

the square of the scratch depth significantly increases with the 

normal load in an unstable manner as shown in Fig. 4. For 

constant normal load scratch tests, the variability of the 

scratch depth also becomes more significant, which is indi-

cated by the larger magnitude of the error bars. 
 

2.3 Depth ratio and the profile of scratch groove 

Scratch depth is the depth recorded during scratching while 

residual depth is the depth measured after removing the in-

denter. The scratch depth, the residual depth and the depth 

ratio defined as the ratio of the residual depth to the scratch 

depth were plotted as a function of the applied normal load in 

Fig. 5. It is seen that the residual depth is much smaller than 

the scratch depth, indicating the significant recovery of BK7 

after complete removal of the indenter. Note that when normal 

load is less than 130mN, the depth ratio is almost constant. 

When normal load is greater than 130mN, cracks start to oc-

cur in front of the moving indenter, and the variations of the 

scratch depth as well as the residual depth become significant, 

resulting in the instability of the depth ratio. 

The typical morphology under normal load of 90mN is 

shown in Fig. 6, and there is pileup formation on the two sides. 

It is interesting to compare this observation with the simula-

tion results of the scratch tests on elastic and perfectly plastic 

materials made by Bucaille et al. [17]. They introduced the 

rheological factor: X=E·cotθ/σy (whereθ  is the semi-apical 

angle of the indenter) to evaluate the elastic-plastic behavior 

of scratched materials. Using material properties of BK7 from 

Table 2, the rheological factor is about 8.5 at which no signifi-

cant pileup is expected to occur around the scratch groove. 

However, the pileup phenomenon of optical glass BK7 due to 

scratch process was observed in Fig. 6. Furthermore, it was 

found that the pileup zone size as shown in Fig. 6(b) is compa-

rable to the size of damage zone induced by lateral cracking 

(i.e.,L≈W). This result indicates that the ‘pileup’ phenomenon 

might be associated with the lift up of scratched surface due to 

the existence of lateral cracking. 

 

3. Theoretical analysis of lateral cracking 

3.1 Residual stress fields in the elastic zone beneath the contact 

As shown in Fig. 7, when both the normal load P and the 

tangential load Q are applied on the moving indenter, the in-

denter penetrates into the specimen with the scratch depth hs 

and the half-with of the contact area as. A plastic deformation 

zone with the depth b is generated beneath the indenter. After 

the completely removal of the indenter, the scratch groove is 

left on the specimen with the residual depth hr and the half-

width ar of the scratch groove. In situ observations indicate 

that lateral cracking initiates near the plastic deformation zone 

below the contact and the subsequent growth occurs in the 

elastic region [11]. Therefore, only elastic deformation is of 

interest in this study. The stress distribution in the elastic re-

gion caused by the sliding indentation could be obtained as the 

superposition of three stress fields – the Boussinesq field, the 

Cerruti field and the sliding blister field. The first two stress 

fields were given by Johnson [21] and the last one was derived 

by Ahn et al. [11]. 

Moreover, lateral cracking was observed to initiate and 

propagate due to the residual tensile stress during unloading 

phase [15]. The residual stress components could be obtained 

by assuming a 2-D plane strain condition and calculating the 

stress far behind the moving indenter [13]: 

 
 

Fig. 7. Schematic of scratch groove by a sharp indenter on BK7. 

 

 
 
Fig. 8. The estimated and measured values of the half-width of the 

groove. 
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where B is the strength of the sliding blister field mentioned 

above. The origin of the coordinate system o could be deter-

mined by projecting the tip of the moving indenter to the spe-

cimen surface along the vertical direction (see Fig. 7). The 

positive x-direction is the scratch direction, the positive z-

direction is towards the indentation depth of the scratched 

material, and the positive y-direction is perpendicular to the xz 

plane. 
 

3.2 Estimation of half-width of the groove ar and plastic zone 

size b 

The hardness is typically defined as the applied load divided 

by the impression size. Due to the analogy between indenta-

tion hardness and scratch hardness, the half-width of the 

groove ar, induced by a Vickers indenter with a face-leading 

configuration, could be expressed as 

 

1

2
r

P
a

H
=  (2) 

 

where P is the normal load and H the Vickers hardness. The 

half-width of the scratch groove hr was also measured from 

the cross-section profile as shown in Fig. 6. Comparison of the 

experimental results with the values from Eq. (2) in Fig. 8 

reveals that there is a good agreement between the measured 

and estimated values. 

Experimental observations indicate that lateral cracking ini-

tiate at or close to the boundary between the inelastic deforma-

tion zone and the surrounding elastic solids and spread out 

laterally on a plane closely parallel to the specimen surface 

[15]. Therefore, the depth of lateral cracks could be approxi-

mated as the plastic zone depth b. The relationship between 

the plastic zone size b and the contact size as was derived by 

Jing et al. [13]: 
 

( )
( )

1/ 2

3 1 2 2 3
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5 4 5 4
s

y

v E
b a

v v
θ

π σ

⎡ ⎤−
= +⎢ ⎥

− −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
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As we know, it is not easy to measure the contact size of the 

indenter during scratch process. Therefore, it is commonly 

assumed that the contact size of the indenter is the same as the 

half-width of the scratch groove (i.e.,as=ar) [13]. This assump-

tion is suitable for metals which are very plastic, but might not 

be reasonable if the recovery of the scratched material is non-

neglectable. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the residual depth is 

much smaller than the scratch depth, indicating the significant 

recovery of optical glass BK7. Therefore, the half-width of the 

scratch groove is also expected to be smaller than the contact 

size of the indenter. Furthermore, Ramond-Angélélis [22] 

found that during indentation, the ratio of the residual width to 

the width under load is close to the ratio of the residual depth 

to the depth under load. Based on the analogy between inden-

tation and scratch process (that is, scratch testing could be 

regarded as a series of indentations along the scratch direction), 

we assumed that the ratio of the half-width of the groove to 

the contact size was equal to the residual depth to the scratch 

depth: 
 

r rs s
a a h h µ= =  (4) 

 

where µ is the depth ratio demonstrated in Section 3.3. By 

substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (2), the contact size could be cal-

culated: 
 

1 1
.

2
s r

P
a a

Hµ µ
= ⋅ = ⋅  (5) 

 

3.3 Estimation of strength of the sliding blister field 

To develop an explicit expression of the sliding blister field 

strength B, we use the relationship between the increased vol-

ume in inelastic deformation zone during an indentation ∆Vi 

and that during a scratch ∆Vs. Yoffe [10] derived the expres-

sion of ∆Vi: 
 

1 2
2

3
i

v
V A

G
π −

∆ =  (6) 

 

where G is the shear modulus, v is the Poisson’s ratio and A is 

the strength of indentation-induced blister field. Ahn et al. [11] 

treated the accumulated blister field due to sliding by taking 

the strength of the blister filed per unit sliding length, B, as 

A=B(ξ)dξ, where dξ is the increment of the scratch length. 

During indentation the volume displaced through any hemi-

sphere centered on the center of expansion is constant and is 

equal to the volume of the contact impression [23]. Based on 

the similarity of the indentation and scratch processes, we 

approximated the increased volume in inelastic deformation 

zone during a scratch as the impression volume of the sliding 

indentation after complete removal of the indenter. Based on 

the analysis of the “pileup” effect of BK7 in Section 3.3, we 

assumed that the pileup due to elastic-plastic deformation is 

negligible. This is consistent with the assumption for the 

scratch groove of brittle solids made by Jing et al. [13]. As a 

result, the increased volume in inelastic deformation zone 

during a scratch could be expressed: 
2

tan

r
s

a
V l

θ
∆ = ⋅  (7) 
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where ar is the half-width of the scratch groove and l is the 

scratch length. 

Using the relationship A=Bdξ in Eq. (6) and integrating 

over the scratching line from l to 0, and equating to Eq. (7), 

we obtained: 
 

( )( )
23

cot .
4 1 2 1
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B

v v
θ

π
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− +
 (8) 

 

By substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (8), we obtained the expres-

sion of the sliding blister field strength: 
 

( )( )
23

cot
4 1 2 1

sa E
B k

v v
θ

π
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− +
 (9) 

 

where k=µ
2
. Jing et al. [13] have also developed the similar 

explicit expression for the sliding blister field strength with 

k=f. It should be noted that the parameter k in the present 

model was based on the measurement of the residual and 

scratch depths while the determination of the parameter k by 

Jing et al. was from the relationship f�E/H=1.09 for sharp in-

dentation [23]. For optical glass BK7, the parameter f is 

about 0.11, which is in reasonable agreement with the value of 

µ
2
 (≈0.102). It is noted that when the scratched material and 

the indenter are determined, the half-width of the contact 

area sa is dependent on the applied normal load. As a result, 

the parameter B depends on the material properties of the spe-

cimen and the geometry of the indenter as well as the scratch 

parameters. 
 

3.4 Prediction of the size of damage zone induced by lateral 

cracking 

To estimate the damage zone size due to lateral cracking, 

we assumed that: (i) lateral cracks initiate in mode I according 

to the Rankine failure criterion; (ii) the local stress concentra-

tion at the crack tip is not taken into account; (iii) crack initia-

tion sites encompass the entire damage zone. Based on the 

above assumptions, we could suppose that lateral cracks will 

propagate on the plane z b= until the maximum tensile prin-

cipal calculated from Eq. (1) is no more than the fracture 

strength of BK7. Then, the size of the damage zone induced 

by lateral cracks could be determined. 

In order to validate the prediction model proposed here, the 

predicted damage zone size induced by lateral cracking was 

compared with the experimental results as well as those based 

on Jing’s model (see Fig. 9). The trends of the two prediction 

models are similar, that is, the predicted damage zone size 

monotonically increases with normal load. However, it is clear 

that, for a given normal load, the predicted damage zone size 

based on the present model is always greater than that based 

on Jing’s model. As indicated by Eqs. (1), (3) and (9), the 

damage zone size is strongly influenced by the contact zone 

size of the indenter. In Jing’s model, the recovery of the mate-

rial after complete removal of the indenter was not considered, 

and the contact zone size was assumed as the half-width of the 

scratch groove. As a result, the damage zone size based on 

Jing’s model was underestimated. 

In general, the results of the present model are in reasonable 

agreement with those obtained from scratch experiments when 

normal load is from 0 to 100mN (corresponding scratch 

depth=0~0.9µm). It is worth noting that the scratch depth in 

the range from 0 to 0.9µm is comparable to the maximum grit 

depth in precision and ultra-precision grinding of brittle mate-

rials [24, 25]. Therefore, based on the parameters in precision 

and ultra-precision grinding, the present model might be use-

ful for evaluating the intensity of the interaction between 

neighboring grits and estimating the material removal volume. 

It is further noted that, under relatively high normal loads, 

the local stress concentration at the crack tip becomes signifi-

cant, which makes lateral cracks easier to propagate and fi-

nally leads to greater damage zone size. In this study, however, 

the local stress concentration at the crack tip is not taken into 

consideration. Therefore, when normal load is higher than 

about 100mN, the damage zone size predicted from the pre-

sent model is smaller than the experimental results. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Micron and sub-micron scale scratch tests were conducted 

on optical glass BK7 with Vickers indenters. Three types of 

surface cracking, namely lateral cracking, radial cracking and 

cracking in front of the moving indenter, were observed 

around the scratch groove. Before cracks appear in front of the 

moving indenter, there is a linear relationship between the 

normal load and the square of the scratch depth even when 

lateral cracks occur around the scratch groove. The square of 

the scratch depth increases with the normal load in an unstable 

manner when normal load is greater than 130mN. 

Lateral cracking is considered to be the main cracking type 

due to its large damage size and low crack initiation load. The 

contact zone size of the indenter was estimated based on the 

measurements of the scratch and residual depths. The plastic 

zone size as well as the sliding blister field strength was ex-

pressed as a function of the contact zone size. A prediction 

model for the size of damage zone induced by lateral cracking 

 
Fig. 9. Damage zone size induced by lateral cracking vs. applied nor-

mal load. 
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was developed and was compared with the experimental re-

sults. It was found that, under relatively small normal load (i.e., 

no more than 100mN), the predicted results were in general 

agreement with the experimental data. This prediction model 

might be helpful to gain insight into evaluating the intensity of 

the interaction between neighboring and estimating the mate-

rial removal volume during precision and ultra-precision 

grinding. It should be noted that the model is suitable for brit-

tle materials with the amorphous nature (e.g., optical glasses). 

For polycrystalline materials, such as structural ceramics, 

however, the effect of the grain should be taken into consid-

eration. 

When normal load is higher than about 100mN, the differ-

ence between the predicted and experimental results becomes 

large. Our future work is focused on the influence of the stress 

concentration at the crack tip on the propagation of lateral 

cracking and further predicting the damage zone size under 

relatively high normal loads. 
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Nomenclature------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A :  Strength of indentation-induced blister field 

ar :  Half-width of scratch groove 

as :  Contact area 

B :  Strength of the sliding blister filed 

b :  Depth of plastic deformation zone 

dξ :  Increment of scratch length 

E :  Young’s modulus 

H :  Vickers hardness 

hr :  Residual depth 

hs :  Scratch depth 

L :  Pileup zone size 

l :  Scratch length 

P :  Normal load 

Q :  Tangential load 

W :  Damage zone size 

X :  Rheological factor 

∆Vi :  Increased volume in inelastic deformation zone  

  during an indentation 

∆Vs :  Increased volume in inelastic deformation zone  

  during a scratch 

θ :  Semi-apical angle of the indenter 

µ :  Depth ratio 

v :  Poisson’s ratio 

σf :  Fracture strength 

σy :  Yield stress 

σyy :  Normal stress along y-direction 

σzz :  Normal stress along z-direction 

τyz :  Tangential stress 
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